Roasting And Toasting
The Bird
Five-Star Awards For All-Wheel Drive Vehicle
(NAPSA)—It seems safe to say
that America’s leading all-wheel
drive vehicle continues down the
road to success, picking up
another top safety rating.
The 2005 Subaru Outback has
earned the highest rating in the
U.S. Department of Transportation’s National Highway Traffic
Safety Administration (NHTSA)
New Car Assessment Program
(NCAP) crash tests. The latest
model received five stars in both
the frontal and side-impact crash
tests for both the driver and passenger seating positions.
“We are very pleased with the
results of the all-new Subaru Outback in the NCAP crash tests,”
said Fred Adcock, executive vice
president, Subaru of America, Inc.
“As always, safety is a top priority.”
NHTSA’s NCAP provides consumers with vehicle safety information, primarily front and side crash
test results, and more recently
rollover ratings, to aid consumers
in their vehicle purchase decisions.
The test results are relayed via an
easily recognizable star rating system—from one to five stars, with
five being the highest.
Every year, the agency chooses
to test new vehicles which are predicted to have high sales volume,
those which have been redesigned
with structural changes or those
with improved safety equipment.
The NCAP crash tests are conducted at speeds higher than
required by the Federal Motor
Vehicle Safety Standards for both
side impacts at 38.5 miles per
hour and full frontal barrier
impacts at 35 miles per hour. The
tests compare vehicles for the
NHTSA Consumer Information

The 2005 Subaru Outback has
received top marks in front- and
side-impact crash tests.
Program and the results can be
found at www.nhtsa.dot.gov.
With the new 2005 Outback,
Subaru aims to bring occupant
safety to a new level. Built on a
new version of the company’s
proven Ring-Shaped Reinforcement Frame safety structure, the
2005 models include as standard
equipment front seat side impact
air bags and side curtain air bags
that offer additional head protection for front and rear occupants.
New intelligent dual-stage deployment front air bags use sensors to
detect the presence and weight of
a front passenger and the driver’s
distance from the steering wheel.
All Outback models for 2005
also feature active front head
restraints, which can help reduce
potential whiplash injury in a rear
collision. In addition, all 2005
Subaru vehicles are equipped with
standard active safety features
including Symmetrical All-Wheel
Drive, four-channel anti-lock
brakes and four-wheel disc brakes
that provide exceptional traction,
handling and control.
For additional information,
visit www.subaru.com.

(NAPSA)—Once it was to
grandmother’s house for that gracious holiday feast. Now, the family’s packing into your kitchen and
they’re coming hungry.

While you’re doing the shopping, don’t forget the first main
ingredient: a quality roaster that
won’t foul the fowl!
• Avoid disposable aluminum
pans that are flimsy and can
cause spills.
• Use a heavyweight roaster
with strong sides and handles.
Research shows that dark-colored
roasters cook more evenly than
shiny metal roasters.
• Porcelain-coated steel roasters provide even heat distribution
for evenly cooked, great-tasting
turkeys. Most major retail and
hardware stores carry a dependable line of roasters called Granite
Ware.
• For a healthy alternative in
basting, use low-fat liquids, such
as lemon or orange juice, or wine.
• Use a meat thermometer to
determine thorough cooking. The
breast should register at least
170° F and 180° F for the thigh.
• Add water, broth or wine to
the bottom of the roasting pan for
easy cleanup and enhanced flavor.
• Sit down and enjoy that
rewarding meal with your family
and friends.

Holiday Hair Color Tips
(NAPSA)—Whether dressing
up or dressing down for holiday
parties, make sure your best
accessory is your hair color.
Vibrant, shiny color with depth
and dimension can be a perfect
accent to any style.
After all, celebrities including
Kelly Osborne, Pink, and Christina
Aguilera are embracing the notion
of dramatic hair color and using it
to accessorize their glamorous
looks. These stylish, trend-setting
celebrities do not think of their hair
as something to be left plain and
simple but rather they feel that
they can use their hair as a point of
expression.
This holds true for an increasing
number of women who are finding
that they want to give their current
hair color a bit of a kick. In fact,
trendsetters say, hair colors that
suit just about every mood and
change of clothes can be enjoyed
now that technology has brought
brighter, longer-lasting color.
When the next holiday invitation comes in the mail, RSVP
“yes,” then use these tips from the
hair color experts at Garnier to
find your perfect shade.
Lighter Skin Tones: Choose
hair shades with “cool tones” that
contain more red or blue than
blond. Go for iridescent, pearly
tones.
Medium Skin Tones: Check
out shades with golden or coppery
tones; golden complexions that tan
easily should seek shades with
definitive golden or copper in all
bright yellow or intense red tones.
Darker Skin Tones: Go for
warmer shades. Choose deep copper or rich coppery brown.
For pure intense color that saturates even the hardest-to-color
hair types, plus color that lasts
remarkably long, try new Garnier
100% Color Intense Gel-Creme.

Two out of three women today
color their hair. Many are finding
it a great way to express their
individuality.
It’s the first and only multipatented hair color with microminerals that condition hair and
impart pure intense color and
vibrant shine. Garnier 100% Color
is created for women who choose
their hair color to match their personality, not necessarily their natural shade.
Technological advances offer a
high-tenacity dye technology for
color intensity that’s truly longlasting, a unique gel-creme texture for easy and controlled
application, incredible conditioners and a pleasant red berry fruit
fragrance.
There’s even an Intense Deep
Conditioning After-Color Treatment enriched with vitamin B-3
and micro-minerals to seal in
color, maximize softness and add
shine.
Available wherever health and
beauty aids are sold, all 18 shades
of Garnier 100% Color come with
insider color tips prepared by professional colorists. Learn more at
www.garnier100color.com.

Helpful Hints For Choosing Toys For Children With ADHD
(NAPSA)—Children
with
ADHD have special needs, and
finding the right toys for them to
play with in order to help with
their growth and development can
be a challenge.
According to the Oppenheim
Toy Portfolio, the only independent consumer reviewer of children’s media, you should keep
these factors in mind when you’re
picking out toys for a child with
attention-deficit with hyperactivity disorder:
• Remove distractions. Does
your playroom look like a toy
store? Children with ADHD are
easily distracted when there are
lots of toys around vying for their
attention. To help your child focus,
it might be helpful to have a play
table where only one game or toy
can be played with at a time. Place
other toys in closed cabinets. In
this case, less is definitely more.
• Play to their strengths.
Children with ADHD have plenty
of energy that they need to use, so
physical activity should be encouraged. For example, sports such as
swimming or karate can provide a
valuable outlet.
• Build confidence. Because
they often become frustrated and
discouraged, children with ADHD
have trouble completing lengthy
tasks. While bringing home an
elaborate and complicated puzzle
or construction set might seem
like a great treat, it may be too

Make sure you take a child’s
ADHD into account when picking
out playthings.
intimidating. Instead, start out
simpler and give your child a puzzle or construction set that has
fewer components and is recognizable, such as an oversized map of
the United States.
• Keep it short. Games with
short play times are a better
choice than those with lengthier
ones. Selecting games with only a
few easy-to-understand rules is
the best choice for children with
ADHD.
• Encourage dramatic play.
Giving children the props for pretend play—whether it’s a set of costumes, puppets or a playhouse—is
a solid choice for helping children
to develop their imaginations and
communication skills. Role-playing

with dolls, stuffed animals or
action figures allows children to
express feelings that they might
not otherwise be able to do directly.
• Artistic expression. Children with ADHD generally react
badly to being told that they are
not doing something the right way,
and are prone to give up. Openended art supplies such as clay, big
markers, or paints give children an
opportunity to express themselves
in a nonverbal way. There is no
right or wrong way to use these art
supplies. As a parent, it is also
your job to provide positive reinforcement. For example, you can
help coordinate an art show for
family members to attend.
• Make sure everyone is on
the same team. Be aware that
you can help children cope with
ADHD and create a supportive
environment that involves the
whole family. Extended family
members should be encouraged to
interact with children who have
ADHD, but be sure that these
family members have reasonable
expectations. For example, children with ADHD cannot be
expected to sit still for long projects or games. It is important for
everyone to be aware and considerate of each other so that no one
will end up frustrated or in tears.
For more information or for a
list of the top 10 toys that best
f i t this criteria, please visit
www.adhdsupportcompany.com.
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Fear Not — Family Fun Is On the Way!
by Amy Ziff,
Travelocity’s Editor-at-Large
(NAPSA)—Good news for anyone who fears the expense of “family travel” or struggles with the
decision of taking a road trip vs.
an airline getaway. You don’t have
to let any of that stop you.
Family travel can
be fun AND economical. If you can’t afford
to travel far, try
something local—
perhaps a festival—
and make a day of it.
Or, consider driving
to your destination to save on airfare. Renting a car is another
option to avoid putting unnecessary
miles on the family vehicle and
maybe add space with a roomier
vehicle for the trip. (Remember,
minivans go fast during the holidays—so reserve ahead of time!)
Getting there is only half the
fun. The right lodging should have
good prices and activities. If you
can’t afford a fancy hotel with specialized kids programming, look
for a destination that has plenty
of local attractions suitable for
your kids. The top choices for families this season are amusement
parks, specifically Orlando, and
ski areas surrounding Denver.
Families consistently flock to
spots across Florida, Hawaii and
the Caribbean as well.

The following tips will help you
identify a kid-friendly vacation
spot that’s right for you.
• Location is everything. Make
sure the layout of the property
makes sense. Select direct access
to the beach as opposed to having
to take an elevator or stairs.
• Make sure it meets everyone’s needs. A good program for
toddlers isn’t necessarily ideal for
a nine-year-old. Look for age separation and age appropriate programming. Also ask about the
adult to child ratio for supervision
and supervisory training.
• Make sure surroundings are
safe and childproofed. Avoid furniture with sharp edges or exposed
outlets. Be sure balconies and
patios are safe or locked.
• Select a lodging option with a
refrigerator to store snacks or
meals to cut down on food costs.
• If you’re unfamiliar with a
property ask for references from
friends or look for customer
reviews online.
• A truly kid friendly spot will
make sure there’s no accommodations issue that can’t easily be
solved.
For your upcoming trip, selecting the right destination and hotel
can lay the groundwork for a fabulous family vacation. For more
travel tips and advice, visit
www.travelocity.com/atoz.

